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Abstract

Polymer electrolyte membrane (PEM) water electrolysis is already widely used

for hydrogen production but still needs further cost reductions. While tubu-

lar cell designs might reduce production costs by extrusion production of cell

components and small sealing lengths, catalyst coating methods like atomic

layer deposition (ALD) might reduce catalyst costs significantly. This study

demonstrates the feasibility of a tubular PEM electrolyzer membrane electrode

assembly (MEA) for the oxygen half cell with 5.0 mm diameter. An extruded

perfluorosulfonic acid (PFSA) cation exchange membrane is combined with a

porous transport electrode (PTE) consisting of a titanium felt with low a iridium

catalyst loading obtained by ALD. The performance is experimentally character-

ized in a complete tubular cell setup by polarization curve and ohmic resistance

measurements. Operation in sulphuric acid at a cell voltage of 1.7 V and a cell

temperature of 60°C results in an overall current density of 55 mA/cm2 and

an iridium mass activity > 680 A/g which is up to 3 times larger than liter-
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ature values. The high frequency ohmic resistance of the cell turns out to be

0.96 Ωcm2. By this way and up to the knowledge of the authors, a tubular PEM

electrolysis cell is designed, assembled and characterized for the first time.

Keywords: cylindric cell design, PEM water electrolysis, ALD catalyst

coating, porous transport electrodes

1. Introduction

Hydrogen production by water electrolysis is a key element in the energy

transition process for achieving deep decarbonization [1, 2, 3]. In particular

(PEM) electrolysis using proton exchange membranes (reactions in 1) is cur-

rently widely studied since it offers advantages over the established alkaline5

electrolysis due to a reduced overpotential and a faster response to dynamic

power changes.

Overall reaction:

2H2O → 2H2 +O2 (1)

Anode (OER: oxygen evolution reaction):

2H2O → O2 + 4H+ + 4e− (2)

Cathode (HER: hydrogen evolution reaction):

4H+ + 4e− → 2H2 (3)

The cost challenges of PEM electrolysis are the catalyst costs for platinum

group metals with about 10-20% and high cell assembly costs with about 12%

of the whole stack costs [4, 5, 6]. Commercial PEM electrolysis cells feature10

a planar cell design. They usually combine bipolar titanium plates as current

collectors with integrated flow channels, porous transport layers like graphite

felts or carbon papers in the cathode half cell and sintered titanium felts, felts or

plates in the anode half cell with a catalyst coated polymer electrolyte membrane

made of PFSA material. Their typical catalyst loadings are (0.5 − 1) mg/cm2
15
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platinum for the cathode and (1.5 − 2.5) mg/cm2 iridium or ruthenium (ox-

ides) for the anode [7, 8, 9, 10]. Though the research on this conventional cell

and catalyst coating setup show continuous progress [11], new cell and cata-

lyst concepts are investigated and might be needed for further significant cost

reduction[12].20

Several approaches for catalyst loading reductions have been proposed [13,

14, 15, 16, 17]. Among them, catalyst coating by atomic layer deposition (ALD)

has turned out to be a promising candidate to achieve catalyst loadings in the

0.1 mg/cm2 range [18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23]. This coating technique deposits the

catalyst layer on the porous transport layer and thus leads to porous transport25

electrodes. The research focus is often on the anode catalyst since the oxygen

evolution reaction (OER) is the limiting reaction and iridium exhibits limited

availability due to mining capacities, nevertheless cathodic platinum loading

reduction is desirable as well.

Significant steps towards lower production and assembly costs would be the30

reduction of sealing lengths and the extrusion production of cell components.

Using a tubular cell setup, both targets and additionally a higher stability

against half cell pressure differences can be accomplished. Furthermore, a re-

duction of the reactor dimensions and costs has been identified for tubular solid

oxid fuel cells compared to the planar design[24]. While the tubular setup is35

already partly used in solid oxide fuel cells [25, 26, 27, 28, 3, 29], PEM fuel

cells [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] and direct methanol fuel cells [35, 36], the feasibility of

tubular energy conversion cells with extruded cell components, tubular mem-

branes and current collectors with flow fields, has only been demonstrated for

all vanadium and vanadium air redox flow cells [37, 38, 39].40

This study combines both approaches, the tubular geometry and ALD, and

investigates the feasibility of an anodic, tubular MEA with an extruded polymer

exchange membrane and an ALD iridium coated and rolled titanium felt as a

porous transport electrode. The MEA performance is studied in a complete

cell setup using an ALD platinum coated graphite felt and a titanium current45

collector with integrated flow fields for cathode half cell.
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Figure 1: Top: Tubular MEA with sealing and connection. Bottom: The complete tubular

cell

2. Experimental

2.1. Tubular cell design

Analogue to the planar cell design, the anode, cathode and membrane form

the the tubular PEM electrolysis cell. The arrangement however is concentric,50

a tubular membrane separates the inner from the outer half cells as shown

in figure 1. While the outer half cell can be handle similar to planar cells,

the tubular geometry implies constraints concerning catalyst application and

electrical connection for the inner half cell. The electrical current needs to be

conducted towards the electrical connection at the ends of the cell. In PEM55

electrolysis cells, highly conductive titanium and titanium alloys are commonly

used for the OER in the anodic half cell due to the high overpotentials while

less conductive graphite materials are commonly used for the cathode half cell.

Therefore, the anode half cell will be considered for the inner half cell. For an

inline production by co-extrusion, which fabricates an endless MEA, established60

catalyst application methods such as spray or blade coating on the membrane

need a high effort and are hardly applicable. However, a PTE approach, with
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Figure 2: Cell components and fabrication steps; A: Anode PTE; B: Pre-rolled anode PTE;

C: Tubular Membrane; D: Tubular MEA; E: Cathode PTE; F: Titanium current collector; G:

Assembled tubular PEM electrolysis cell.

a separate catalyst application onto the porous transport layer, enables the

inline production by co-extrusion. Therefore the PTE approach, which has

been previously demonstrated in a planar cell design [23], has been selected for65

the tubular PEM electrolysis cell for the anode and cathode half cell.

Figure 2 exhibits the components of the cell body in different fabrication

stages. The order from left to right corresponds to the order from the inside

to the outside in the tubular geometry. The anode PTE substrate (A) is a

titanium felt from Baekert (ST/Ti/20/350/50) with a thickness of 160 µm, a70

fiber diameter of 20 µm and a porosity of 50 %. In this work, the pre-rolled

anode PTE (B) and the tubular membrane (C) form the MEA (D). The tubular

MEA has an inner membrane diameter of 5 mm, an active length of 100 mm

and thereby an active membrane surface area of 15.7 mm2. The total length

of the tubular MEA is extended by 8 mm on each end for the sealing and the75

electrical connection. The tubular MEA is enclosed by the cathode PTE (E),

a thermally activated and ALD platinum coated graphite felt (Sigracet ECM

130, SGL Carbon). The outer, cathode half cell is enclosed by a custom made

titanium grade 2 current collector(F) with an inner diameter of 6.2 mm and 8

equally spaced, straight flow channels on the circumference. While in planar80
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cells the force, which is needed to connect the components electrically, can be

achieved by an outer clamping force, the electrical connection in tubular cells

can be achieved by the geometrical compression of the PTE. The cathode PTE

is compressed from 950 µm to 500 µm which corresponds to a compression rate

of 47 %. A titanium grade 2 cone is pressed into one end of the MEA for the85

electrical connection and additionally serves as the product outlet of the inner,

anode half cell. The tubular cell (G) is enclosed by two identical PVDF end

plates with integrated manifolds. Both half cells are sealed between the half cells

and the end plates with O-ring sealings and against each other with a potting

compound at the end of the tubular MEA.90

2.2. Electrode preparation

The anode electrode is anodized and coated with iridium by ALD as de-

scribed by Hofer et al. [22]. Prior to the catalyst coating, the titanium felt of

the anode PTE was pretreated with anodization to create a nano structured

surface and thereby enlarge the active area. For planar cells an active area in-95

crease by a factor of 200−500 depending on the diameter and length of the nano

pores was determined [40]. A nominal iridium layer thickness of 7.2 nm (100

coating cycles) was determined on silicon wafers by spectroscopic ellipsometry

with a SENPro from SEN-TECH. In a previous publication of the authors [23],

PTEs have been fabricated using the same procedure but with 150 ALD cycles100

resulting in an iridium loading of 120 µg/cm2 as measured with ICP-MS. For

100 ALD cycles we thus conclude an iridium loading of 80 µg/cm2 for the tubu-

lar anode PTE. A graphite felt (Sigracet ECM 130, SGL Carbon) serves as the

substrate for the cathode PTE. The felt was heat treated for 3 hours at 450◦C

and coated with platinum by ALD following the procedure of previously tested105

planar cells with PTEs[23]. Platinum was deposited in 30 cycles on the acti-

vated graphite felt. This corresponds to a nominal thickness on silicon wafers of

approximately 2 nm and a platinum loading of 0.28 mg/cm2 as measured with

ICP-MS.
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Figure 3: (Top) Charge and mass transfer in the three phase layer of a PTE-MEA; (bottom)

the tubular MEA after heat bonding

2.3. Tubular MEA fabrication110

The tubular cation exchange membrane is manufactured by extrusion (Uni-

well GmbH & Co KG) of perflouronated sulfonic acid/PTFE copolymer gran-

ulate material VM fumasep FFT of FUMATECH BWT as described in [39].

The tubular membrane has an inner diameter of 5.0 mm and a wall thickness of

90 µm. An in-plane conductivity of > 90 mS/cm was measured in demineralized115

H2O with the 4 electrode setup ’MK3’ of FUMATECH BWT.

In order to increase the three phase layer of the ALD PTE and to facilitate

ionic conductivity across the electrode thickness, the tubular membrane and

PTE are heat bonded as schematically shown in the top of figure 3. In the first

step, the planar PTE sheets were pre-rolled to the tubular shape in longitudinal120

direction. The tubular membranes were hydrated for 1 h in deionised water

and were then slipped over the rolled PTE. For the heat bonding process, a

titanium pin with a length of 170 mm was inserted in the loose MEA. The

MEA components and titanium pin were pressed into an outer tubular PTFE

pipe. The compression of the PTE and the membrane was defined by the125
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clearance of the PTFE pipe and the titanium pin. The heat input was achieved

by Joule heating of the titanium pin and defined by the applied current and

time. A uniform heat input across the entire PTE surface area was reached and

is shown in figure 3 (darker part in the middle of the MEA). The membrane

material penetrates deep into the titanium fibres of the PTE while no titanium130

fibre stitches through the tubular membrane. Thereby, the three phase layer is

increased and the PTE and membrane are fixed to a tubular MEA to enable

the cell assembly process.

2.4. Electrochemical Testing

For the electrochemical characterization a potentiostat SP150 in combina-135

tion with a VMP3 Booster from Biologic was used in a test rig as described in

[23]. The electrolyte flow rate was set to 10 ml/min with a peristaltic pump

(Masterflex). All characterisations were performed at ambient pressure and

at a temperature of 60°C by using heat plates(CAT-m2021) and temperature

sensors in the tanks, fluid cycles and the test cell housing. The test routine140

consisted of a membrane break in phase, a heat up phase and the electrochem-

ical characterization. During the membrane break in, a voltage of 1.6 V was

applied for two hours. The heat up took two hours, while the temperature

was nearly constant after one hour. The techniques used for the electrochemi-

cal characterization were polarisation curves (PC) by linear sweep voltammetry145

(LSV), electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), current interrupt (CI)

and chronoamperometry (CA) measurements. The PCs were recorded by a

linear voltage sweep with slope 20 mV/min from 1.2 V to 1.7 V . EIS and

CI measurements were performed to investigate the area specific cell resistance

(ASR). EIS measurements were done in galvanostatic operation with average150

current density 15 mA/cm2 and a 1.5 mA/cm2 amplitude. The CI measure-

ments were done with three repetitions using an applied current of 15 mA/cm2

which was held for 0.5 s, followed by a relaxing time of 5 s with a sampling

rate of 2, 500 Hz. The cell voltage of all characterization methods was limited

to 1.7 V in order to avoid degradation effects during characterizations. For155
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Figure 4: Polarisation curve analysis of the cell potential and IR correctd cell potential

the CA measurements, constant voltage was applied in 0.1 V steps from 1.2 V

(theoretical OCV) to 1.7 V , holding each step for 2h. At each voltage step, the

mean value of the current over the last hour was determined for validating the

PC data recorded with LSV. The cell is operated with 1 mol/l sulphuric acid in

both half cells to achieve a sufficiently high protonic conductivity for the whole160

catalyst coated area.

3. Results and Discussion

The leak tightness of the test cell was tested before operating the tubular

PEM electrolysis cell. The cell was filled with argon and a pressure of 100

mbar was applied on each half cell for 24 h without observing any leakage.165

Additionally, over the entire characterisation and after 6 months of storage in

1 mol/l sulphuric acid, the cell shows no failure of the sealings.

The test cell performance is analysed by the LSV polarization curve taken

after the membrane break in and heat up phases as shown in figure 4. The

maximum current density of 55 mA/cm2 is not far from current densities of170

planar PTE cells with comparable catalyst loadings [23] but well below cur-
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rent densities of cells using the commercial catalyst coated membrane (CCM)

approach at the same conditions[41, 42, 43, 44, 45]. Since the ALD PTE cell

operates with very low catalyst loadings, we consider the corresponding mass

activities as defined by the current to catalyst mass ratio of iridium. The tubu-175

lar cell reached a mass activity of > 680 A/gIr which is well above published

data for standard CCM cells (245− 500 A/gIr) and comparable to planar PTE

cell values [42, 43, 41, 44, 45].

As ohmic contributions to the total overpotential are usually significant,

the dotted line in figure 5 shows the iR-free polarization curve of the cell. iR-180

correction was performed by subtracting the ohmic overpotential using the area

specific resistances ASREIS from galvanostatic EIS measurements. At the max-

imum current density the iR-free overpotential is about 10 % below the overall

overpotential for E0 = 1.2 V vs. standard hydrogen electrode potential at 60

°C. At low current densities, the iR-free potential can be solely attributed to185

the dominating activation overpotential.

The Tafel plot of iR-free polarization curve from 1.45 V to 1.55 V cell po-

tential E(i) is shown in figure 5. Experimental data are fitted according to the

Tafel equation

E(i)− E0 = b · ln(i/i0) (4)

using the fit parameters exchange current density i0 and Tafel slope b (red190

curve). Compared to previously published PTE cell data [23] the Tafel slope

is almost doubled (100 mV/dec) while i0 exhibits the same order of magnitude

(0.005 mA/cm2). These results are in line with the increased activation overpo-

tential in the polarization curve compared with commercial CCM cells observed

for planar PTE cells[23].195

Figure 6 finally compares the LSV polarization curve data after CA (black

curve) and the average current densities in the CA voltage steps. The good

consistency of the data validates the use of LSV polarization data.

Since the ohmic resistance is crucial for the cell operation at higher current
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densities, the cell ASR was measured with two different methods: ASREIS200

values were taken as usual as the high frequency real axis intersections of gal-

vanostatic EIS Nyquist plots as shown in figure 7(a) and ASRCI was determined

from current interrupt measurements. The ASREIS turns out to be 0.96 Ωcm2

while the ASRCI = (1.20± 0.03) Ωcm2 (6 repetitions). Increasing the constant

current of the galvanostatic EIS measurements did not affect the ASREIS sig-205

nificantly and resulted in an standard error of 0.01 Ωcm2. These tubular ASR

values are 5 − 6 times higher than published data for the standard CCM cell

approach and can be attributed to the additional longitudinal current conduc-

tion length and contact resistances due to a reduced electrode compression on

the anode side.210

An ASR estimation was determined from the MEA components. Conduc-

tivity measurements of the titanium felt exhibit a specific in plane resistance of

2.6 mΩmm. Considering the diameter of 5 mm, a thickness of 160 µm and a

length of 100 mm a theoretical longitudinal inner half cell ASR of 0.84 Ωcm2

was calculated which is the main contribution the cell ASR. To reduce the half215

cell resistance, design changes like electrical connection on both sides and in-

creasing the thickness of the titanium felt are necessary and will be considered

in the next steps.

In order to gain insight into the half cell contributions, the EIS data shown

in figure 7 were additionally analysed by curve fitting of an equivalent circuit220

model. The equivalent electrical circuits include an ohmic resistance in series

with two RQ-components, each consisting of an constant phase element (CPE)

and a transfer/activation resistance in parallel and is shown in the top of figure

7(a). The resistance of the RQ-component is related to the charge transfer

resistance whereas the CPE is linked to the double layer capacitance. The ohmic225

resistance R1 reflects the serial resistance of the membrane and conducting

resistances of all components. RQ2 is assumed to refer to the high frequency

relaxation process which is dominated by the HER at the cathode and RQ3 is

assumed to refer to the low frequency relaxation process which is dominated

by the OER at the anode[46]. The fitted resistance and capacitance values are230
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shown in table 1. The root mean square error of 0.0023Ωcm2 of the fit indicates

a good correlation of the fit with the measured impedance.

Table 1: EIS fit results at i = 15 mA/cm2 (U = 1.655 V )

Paramater Value

R1 0.958 Ωcm2

R2 0.927 Ωcm2

Q2 0.006 F

a2 0.858

R3 2.372 Ωcm2

Q3 0.216 F

a3 0.728

R2 and R3 can be attributed to the charge transfer resistance and the ca-

pacitance of the constant phase element Q2 and Q3 can be attributed to the

capacitance of the double layer of the cathode and anode. The anodic charge235

transfer resistance is higher than the cathodic one but of comparable magni-

tude, which is unusual for PEM electrolysis cells with a platinum loading above

0.1 mg/cm2. The peak at high frequencies shown in the Bode plot of the phase

shift in figure 7(c) confirms an influence of the cathode on the cell potential.

Thus, efforts for the reduction of the activation overpotential of the tubular240

PTE cell should consider the anodic and cathodic contributions.

For commercial applications, electrolyzers with multiple cells are needed to

reach sufficient system power. While planar cells are stacked and connected by

bipolar plates, the aggregation of tubular cells will be in bundles. The electrical

and hydraulic connection in these bundles is very flexible compared to a stack of245

planar cells but will need higher design efforts. Whole cells including the outer

current collector of an extruded polymer/graphite compound can be merged in

stacks as shown in figure 8 on the right. Due to a low mechanical stability of

the polymer/graphite compound compared to stainless steel or titanium, a stack

14



Figure 8: Reactor equipped with tubular MEAs for high pressure PEM electrolysis (left) and

Stack design equipped with entire tubular cells for low pressure PEM electrolysis (right)

will be limited to low pressure systems. For high pressure systems, bundles of250

tubular MEAs enclosed by a reactor shell will be needed as shown in figure 8

on the left.

4. Conclusion and Outlook

This study demonstrates the feasibility of a tubular PEM water electrolysis

MEA and cell design and its fabrication process. The tubular approach can255

lead to production cost reductions due to reduced sealing lengths, an extrusion

production and a reduced number of components for the cell assembly. A novel

tubular MEA design with a diameter of 5 mm and 100 mm length was fab-

ricated from an extruded tubular membrane and porous transport electrodes.

The catalyst was applied by ALD to reach low loadings of 120 µg/cm2 iridium260

on the anode side and 0.28 mg/cm2 platinum on the cathode side. With the

implemented tool for a lab scale fabrication of tubular MEAs, the penetration

depth can be defined by the heat bonding parameters time, current and geomet-

ric clearance of the pipe and mandrel. The presented MEA design is applicable

for an inline fabrication process by lamination of a membrane onto a tubular265
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PTE. A tubular PEM electrolysis cell using the anodic MEA was operated up

to 24 hours at 60C without failures of the sealings and electrical connection.

A stable operation of the cell in 1 mol/l sulphuric acid was demonstrated by

chronoamperometric steps from 1.2 V to 1.7 V over 12 hours. The observed mass

activity of > 680 A/gIr at Ecell = 1.7 V is well above literature data though270

the maximum current density of 55 mA/cm2 is still low for a commercial appli-

cation. The performance limitations are attributed to activation overpotentials

and ohmic resistances. The analysis of the polarization curve by fitting the Tafel

equation shows an exchange current density value of 0.005 mA/cm2 which is

comparable to planar PTE electrodes but a higher Tafel slope of 100 mV/dec.275

In order to reduce the activation overpotentials, the ALD coating parameters

cycle numbers and nano tube dimensions should be optimized. EIS measure-

ments and fits show that the cathode has a large contribution to the activation

overpotential which is unusual for the applied platinum loading. A catalyst

coating on the membrane as in commercial PEM cells might reduce the contri-280

bution of the cathode. The cell ASR of 0.96 Ωcm2 is about four times higher

than in commercial applications and is mainly attributed to the additional, lon-

gitudinal, electrical conduction in the inner, anode half cell. Thicker felts, a

bidirectional connection or a highly conductive inner structure could be applied

to reduce the ASR. Additive manufacturing has the ability to create complex285

designs and could be used to manufacture tubular titanium substrates according

to the needs of electrical conduction and electrolyte transport and is part of the

current research.

The limited cell voltage of 1.7 V due to harsh operation conditions in 1 mol/l

sulphuric acid leads to a reduced process window and achievable current den-290

sities. To increase the process window the operation with much lower acid

concentrations or deionised water in combination with an ionomer loading of

the PTE is currently investigated. To facilitate a cost effective fabrication of

entire cells in a co-extrusion process, conductive copolymers which are already

used in tubular vanadium redox flow battery cells, will be considered for the295

outer cathode half cell. Finally, stack designs with entire tubular cells, includ-

16



ing the educt and product flow, sealing and electrical connection, are necessary

for commercial applications and will be investigated.
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